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DisabilityImages.com Adds New Imagery from Design Pics  

Design Pics Adds New Stock Imagery about Real People with Real Disabilities to the Disability 

Images Collection  

 

Boston, MA – October 8, 2014 – DisabilityImages.com, the unique stock source for high 

quality images of real people with real disabilities, is pleased to add yet another collection of 

imagery from Design Pics.  Design Pics is a long-time leader in digital imagery with a growing 

collection of imagery representing issues and lifestyles of people with disabilities.   

This collection is highlighted by Adaptive Golf, showing how people play the sport with a Spinal 

Cord Injury.  Plus, family life with Down Syndrome, shows how families can have fun together, 

and romantic holiday images of a woman with a Spinal Cord Injury.  Disability Images 

represents work that is highly edited, authentic, and inclusive of visible and invisible disabilities 

at a time when it is important to highlight all minorities in marketing and advertising.  It is also 

the only collection of its kind, representing empowerment and independent lifestyle, and 

focusing on home life, sports, education, friends, careers, and transportation, with the particular 

disability in the captions or keywords.  All images are available as Royalty Free, in multiple 

high-resolution formats, and are free of logo and trademark issues, with full model and property 

releases.   

Mark and Pat Hunt, founders of DisabilityImages.com, state:  “We are pleased that Design Pics 

imagery has started selling on a regular basis.   The work represents categories of imagery that 

we don’t have.  Also, the imagery is high in quality, released, and logo free, a commodity that is 

hard to find.  It’s important to us to represent Images You Can Trust,” as we collaborate with 

501(c)(3) organizations to produce the best material. 

Rick Carlson, CEO of Design Pics, added:  “We are delighted that our disability collection is 

doing so well at Disability Images, and we look forward to continuing to build a strong 

collection of imagery that brings awareness and greater understanding of persons with 

disabilities. We commend Disability Images for creating a portal that is dedicated to providing 

imagery to support these important subjects.” 



See the collection at DisabilityImages.com by keywording:  Design Pics 

(For press information, contact: Pat Hunt, pat@disabilityimages.com, 978-761-2743) 
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